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Step into the world of Downton Abbey. Celebrating the Crawley family, their servants, and their
era, the Downton Abbey Calendar is pure indulgence for the millions of fans of the hugely
popular television series. Here are sumptuous full-color stills from the show and character
profiles, plus fascinating period trivia and lore. Includes Modern Life, Scandals and Sensations,
The Working World, Arts and Letters, Fashion and Beauty, and memorable quotes: “If I were to
search for logic, I should not look for it among the English upper class” (Violet, Dowager
Countess of Grantham).

About the AuthorWorkman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars,
cookbooks, parenting guides, and children’s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and
business books, since 1968. From our What to Expect® pregnancy and parenting series and
Page-A-Day® Calendars to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You Die® and Brain Quest®
children's products, our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire,
educate, and entertain readers around the globe.
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Michelle Rickman, “excellent service. I love this and I have never .... Received my calendar
sooner than expected, excellent service. I love this and I have never seen a calendar that has
beautiful pictures such as these. I highly recommend buying this, it is absolutely beautiful!!”

Kimberly G., “Awesome Calendar!. If you're a fan of the series, you'll love this calendar!!!
Beautiful photos of your favorite characters from Poldark.”

Minnewegian, “Poldark Fans Must Have. Beautiful calendar. Poldark fans will want to frame
some of the pictures.”

Patricia A. Sowers, “A MUST for Poldark Fans!. Beautiful pictures of the Season 1 of Poldark. I
love it!”

Susan, “Five Stars. Great!”

Jean. Shorney, “Poldark 2016 Calendar... Great calandar. A nice size of clear photographic pics
from 'Poldark' My only complaint there isn't enough of Ross.. Although the pictures he is
actually in are captivating..”

Lucy Williams, “Must agree with the other reviewer that we don't want .... Must agree with the
other reviewer that we don't want pictures of most of the characters just Ross and Demelza!!”

sarah, “very nice. A beautiful calendar with lots of space to write in. I wouldn't say no to some
more Ross pictures though!”

tracey, “Poldark diary. Love my new calendar.Excellent service and print delivery”

The book by John Major Jenkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 53 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 320 pages
Item Weight: 1.35 pounds
Dimensions: 6.25 x 1.37 x 6.12 inches
Paperback: 480 pages
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